
WORKROOM EXPECTATION SHEET:

Shading Specialists Limited have a high end in-house Workroom and this document has been created to provide you with 
some important information about your products:

• All curtains, Roman Blinds and Soft Furnishings are made to our high standards that we have adopted and 
manufactured for many years: If you have specific requirements of how you would like your products made, it is 
important that you mention this at the time of quoting so we can add any additional making costs and especially before 
ordering so we can ensure your products are made to the standard that you require. 

• All curtains will be 10-15mm off the floor unless you have specified that you would like your curtains ‘puddling’ on the 
  floor. In some circumstances, where your floor is uneven or you have requested a different drop, your curtains may 
touch the floor or be further from the floor, this must be agreed on site with our surveyor. 

• If we have measured, we make all the necessary allowances to your curtains i.e. adding in ‘returns’ to the wall, ease for 
pleat style curtains, relevant hooking position etc. If you have measured this yourself, you will need to provide all the 
details and be responsible for the measurements. 

• All curtains will be pressed and packed by our workroom when they leave, if you feel you would like these steamed on 
site, we can do this for an additional charge, with advance notice, but it may mean your curtains will drop and that you 
request a drop alteration. If this is the case, this is a chargeable alteration. A steaming visit or curtain alteration will be 
costed following the installation and emailed to you for payment. 

• All sheer voile curtains are either hand or machine made, this meaning is slightly different than other lined or 
interlined type curtains. Handmade is when the tape or pinches are machined into place but the sides and hems are 
handmade. Machine made is when the sheer curtain is entirely machined. 

• Sheer curtains may have tension ripples down each side. This is kept to a bare minimum, but it sometimes unavoidable 
due to the thin nature of sheer/voile fabrics. We cannot advise on every single fabric suitability, especially if it has been 
specified by others, so please note that should any tension ripples in your sheer curtain be unacceptable to you, the 
curtains will need to be re-made in an alternative fabric and this will be chargeable. 

• If your roman blinds are machine made, you will see the machine lines when the blind is down and if its
  blackout, you will see the light through the machine holes. It is not possible to interline machine made products. 

• All handmade blinds are stab stitched on the rod pockets across the blind folds, this will be visible and may produce 
light bleed through the small holes if the sun is shining on the back of your blinds.

• All roman blinds, if manually operated, will come with an Evans breakaway headrail. This is the most child safe roman 
blind hardware in the industry. Should you require an alternative headrail, this will be an additional cost and must be 
indicated to us at the time of pricing. 

• Wave curtains should not be interlined, we recommend against this. 

• Wave curtains can be standard lined or blackout lined. Please note that should this be specified, the wave effect at the
  bottom maybe slightly distorted compared to an unlined wave curtain and may also flare flat slightly on the leading 
edge.

• When the curtains are installed they will be dressed and tied. They should be left like this as long as possible to allow 
the curtains to hang to achieve the finest look. Sometimes it may be that you require your curtains to be 
re-dressed/steamed and this can be done on site at any time in the future at an additional cost. 
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